Eiger window
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Privacy Policy. The Eiger is perhaps the most famous of the mountains, known for its
treacherous North Face for mountain climbers. This mountain is also famous for its windows,
looking out on the permanent snows clinging to the steep crags. The windows of the Eiger are
remnants of the building of the Jungfrau railway to the Jungfraujoch, the highest railway station
in Europe. The Jungfraujoch rail station is inside the rock. As the train travels through the
tunnels of rock, a movie plays on screens, telling the story of the ingenious railway, its
construction and details about climbers on the Eiger and about the Aletsch Glacier which
cloaks the mountain crags. The train used to stop here, but to save time with new trains, the
route now only stops at the more dramatic Eismeer station looking out on the high crags
covered in ice, for five minutes visitors can disembark for to peer out the side of the sheer face
of a mountain. The windows are remants of the construction tunnels. At the Jungfraujoch
station are a few activities to entertain visitors. The view deck of metal overhanging the edges
of the building below the Sphinx Observatory Dome look out across the glacial ice to the long
mountain valleys crowded with jagged peaks. When the sun is out, there is perhaps few more
impressive mountain views, when the very changeable weather is bad, it can be a daunting
experience outside. Behind the outdoor deck are full view windows incase outdoors is not the
best idea. There is a restaurant and a snack bar to while away some time, along with a souvenir
shop and a little history corner with a model of the first rack railway trains which climbed
through the mountain. Underneath the Sphinx and the station, an elevator ride down into the
perpetual cool is the Ice Palace, a cavern carved from the ice of the glacier. Tunnels of
glistening ice and sculptures fill the cavity, even sometimes a stairway into an upper chamber,
lit by colored light in a translucent iridescence. Prepare for a minimum of at least 3 hours for a
trip to the Jungfraujoch starting from Interlaken Ost station and return. A good half day is more
leisurely, if you have lunch. If you want to make other stops in Grindelwald or Kleine Sheidegg,
allow more time. If the weather allows for venturing out onto the outdoor trail of the Walking
Plateau for the best views back toward the Sphinx. There is not a lot of hiking otherwise and no
skiing or sporting center. The air is a bit thin at the 11, ft. The elderly and breathing impaired
should take note. A ticket for the Jungfraujoch Railway trip includes the connections needed
from Interlaken and you can take one of two routes on the way up via Grindelwald, or through
Lauterbrunnen. It is possible to take one direction up and the other on the way down. Rail
Europe Rail Passes. But this is no ordinary holiday destination. Grindelwald at the foot of the
Eiger is covered in darkness for two months of the year. Picture: Rohan Smith Source:news. AS
THE train winds towards the mountain town of Grindelwald, passengers crane their necks out
the windows and upwards. Cow bells ring on the hills and the most imposing cliff face grows
larger and larger. The scenery is spectacular â€” it is as picturesque as any Swiss tourist village
you will ever see. But Grindelwald, home to locals and a steady stream of visitors from around
the world, has a darker history. I went there to discover both. The first thing you see when you
step off the train three hours from Zurich is an enormous wall of rock and ice. The mountains of
Eiger, Monch and Jungfrau tower above Grindelwald Station casting a shadow â€” literally â€”
over everything. Jungfrau is the tallest, followed by its baby brother Monch. But the reason
people visit Grindelwald is Eiger, one of the most dangerous places on the planet for those
brave enough to tackle the m of its infamous north face. Tiny cottages with an incredible view of
Eiger, Switzerland. Since the first person climbed it in , thousands have tried, most without
success. More than 60 climbers have died on the wall, trapped in the snow-filled cracks or
tumbling to their deaths. From balconies at chalet-style hotels that litter the valley below,
tourists watch through binoculars as climbers try their luck. They know at any minute a rock on
the crumbling vertical surface of Eiger could slip away, taking the climber down with it. That
exact scenario unfolded on film in when a British mountaineer plummeted feet to his death from
the North Face. Matthew Hayes, 31, pulled a New Zealander down with him and their dramatic,
deadly fall was captured on film by a team from Channel 4 who were shooting a documentary.
The risks are everywhere. Because the northern face of Eiger is shielded from the sun, its
limestone and hanging-ice wall remains cold, icy and wet. Its own weather system swirls around
below its snowy peak. Rocks fall with regularity but the risk is why climbers come from around
the world, on the slow train into the mountains, to tempt fate with only a few ropes between
them and a long fall to Grindelwald. Sasha DiGiulian halfway up Eiger last year. For 18 years,
Italian migrants dug tirelessly through the limestone creating a tunnel. Trains run slowly from
Grindelwald up to the base of the Eiger then into the darkness and towards the highest train
station in Europe, at Jungfraujoch. From inside Eiger, there are viewing windows offering
tourists a first-person view of what confronts those with the nerve to climb. Looking down,

vertigo strikes instantly. Not everybody who climbs Eiger fails. Many have made it to the top,
some without the use of ropes. He smashed previous records with a free-climb ascent of the
North Face in just 2 hours 22 minutes. Before him, American woman Sasha DiGiulian
documented her attempt to scale the wall. It took her a number of attempts as she was turned
away day after day by bad weather or a troubling section of the climb. She succeeded as her
team in Grindelwald watched on, shouting from so far below that she could never have heard
their applause. The answer is simple. Fritz Nothiger lives on the mountain staring Eiger in the
teeth. But when winter rolls around and the sun stops shining on his fields, he packs it all in
and moves away again. He has visitors who tell him how lucky he is regularly. A pair of
Australian girls dropped in on him several months back and he remembers them fondly. He has
a picture of them sitting on the hill, staring at the mountains. More than 22km of perfectly
maintained ski slopes surround Grindelwald and provide an economy that helps the town
survive. Come summer, those seeking an extreme sports thrill flood the town. Base jumping
from Eiger is an industry of its own. Videos pour onto YouTube of jumpers launching
themselves off the mountain and sailing toward the town below. There might not be a better
view of the Murder Wall than that. Fritz is a dairy farmer whose door I knocked on above
Grindelwald this afternoon. His English is as good as my German, but he understood very
clearly that I wanted to sample the milk his Holsteins' had been producing. In a scene some
Tarantino fans will recognize, Fritz and I sat in his kitchen drinking milk and making small talk.
Cow bells chimed on the hill. Log in Sign up. Log out. Popular Aussie tourist destinations
snubbed. In the rush and whirl of everyday things, we so often live alongside one another
without making any mutual contact. We had learned on the North Fae of the Eiger that men are
good, and the earth on which we were born is good. No summertime cow bells ringing in the
rugged hillsides of Alpiglen above the town of Grindelwald, no cars and honks were noticed, no
sounds of ski lift machinery, no joyous skiers on the hillsides of the Jungfrau ski resort which
sits at the foot of the Eiger, few trains were in operation and solely for construction workers.
Not even any sounds came from the sky as we climbed in perfect, bluebird weather for three
days. Among the reasons I climb, isolation is not one of them. I appreciate the sights and
sounds of civilization from a climb which provides significant psychological aid. For years this
quote has haunted me. There are many climbs to which I could solidly attribute this feeling. The
Eiger is just too dangerous; too big; too bold. I always knew that if I felt this way, I would simply
turn around. I wanted to be in it, and enjoy my time wrestling with the alligator. Luckily, both
Priti and I were itching to attack, having fun the whole way. We arrived in Grindelwald,
Switzerland from Chamonix the day before our intended climb and took an overpriced 1hr train
ride to Kleine Scheidegg, the central hub of the Jungfrau Ski Resort. Many of the more
well-sponsored Eiger climbers throughout history have stayed here. But not all. You would have
thought that the Third Reich could have at least put up Karl Mehringer and Max Sedlmeyer up
for a few nights! Many climbers discreetly bivy near the foot of the Eiger within the ski resort, or
on the floor of the restaurant at the Eigergletscher complex the uppermost hub of the Jungfrau
ski resort. However, we were expressly denied permission to sleep on the restaurant floor. If a
climber wants to step up their bivouac accommodations slightly above a bathroom stall or a
restaurant floor, they can stay at the Eigergletscher Guesthouse hostel. However, with the
ongoing construction of a brand-new, state-of-the-art gondola which will link Grindelwald
directly to Eigergletscher by the end of , the guesthouse is exclusively housing construction
workers until the end of the project. There is another hostel at Kleine Scheidegg Hotel Bahnhof ,
but it had already been closed for a few weeks due to Coronavirus precautions. Staying at
Eigergletscher or Kleine Scheidegg is ideal so that you can start your first day of climbing as
early as you like however, many climbers do start their first day from the AM train in
Grindelwald. During summer months, climbers might also base camp in pastures beneath the
face, as Mehringer and Sedlmeyer did for their attempt in , however the train is so expensive
that base camping in Grindelwald is now the norm while waiting for weather and conditions.
These are southerly winds that blow on the north side of the Alps in winter. A climb of the Eiger
usually begins with an expensive 1hr train ride from Grindelwald to Kleine Scheidegg, then a
change of trains for another 10min ride up to Eigergletscher. Exiting the Eigergletscher deposits
one out onto the lower slopes of the North Face. There is a multi-use, groomed run which
connects Kleine Scheidegg up to Eigergletscher. Trying to save some money, we skinned up
this run instead of buying a train ticket to reach Eigergletscher only min of easy skinning. Then,
we skied down an amazing groomed run for 6 miles and ft of descent from Eigergletscher all the
way down to our hostel next to the train station in Grindelwald. All day, the ski resort was
bustling and vibrant, and no one at the resort or the train station expected any disruption of
service any time soon due to Coronavirus precautions. With the Eigergletscher Guesthouse
closed due to construction, Hotel Bahnhof closed due to health precautions, and the Hotel

Bellevue des Alpes open but too ritzy, we planned to discreetly bivouac near Eigergletscher. A
final and devastating setback. We had originally come to Grindelwald due to a large high
pressure system which was bringing a week of unusually phenomenal weather to the otherwise
grim mountain. We were not yet about to give up and call it quits. Back home,
Chamonix-Mont-Blanc lifts were still running under normal operations and both France and
Switzerland were not under lockdown, so there was no urgency to leave at the time. As luck
would find it, we found a companion for our laborious day of skinning our heavy load up to
Kleine Scheidegg. He is revered within the club for his years instructing classes and for being
Head Instructor of the Basic Rock Class as we had also been. He had emigrated to Zurich before
we joined the club, and we had hoped to meet him at some point on our Sabbatical. Having
pleasant company under these unfortunate circumstances was certainly a delightful way to start
our adventure. Surprisingly, we saw only a few other backcountry skiers on the hike up from
Grindelwald. The resort had even groomed the track from Grindelwald that morning expecting
the closures would not to keep people off the slopes. It was a beautiful day after a light dusting
of fresh snow the day prior. If this situation were in Washington, the trail would have been
packed with backcountry skiers! Once we were back up at Kleine Scheidegg, under full
expectation of sneak-bivouacking within the resort, we were delighted to find one set of
accommodations still open under extenuating circumstances. The grand Hotel Bellevue des
Alpes had remained open a few extra days because of a few VIP guests which they were
unwilling to expel. Thus, we took a sizable chunk from our Sabbatical budget to fork over to one
night of luxury before we took on the Eigerwand. The entire establishment glistened with
immaculate, Old World luxury. Only the remaining handful of guests were being served the
magnificent 4-course meal indeed, one of the greatest in my life within the halls of the elaborate
dining rooms. At dinner, the guests were seated segregated by an optimal number of empty
tables so as to assuage our newfound distaste for social interactions. As we found out later, the
few guests remaining were elderly patrons going back decades, one of whom had lost her
husband of 47 years the week prior, escaping to a memory of their life together. The tolerant
bartender with an immaculately groomed beard and pencil-long mustache, served us some truly
delightful concoctions ginger ale, tonic water, and citrus: no summit, no party. We wryly noted
that whenever we expressed our intent on climbing the Eigerwand, nobody would bat an eye.
We were not special! Some climbers have approached by walking up the railroad tracks and
exiting the Stollenloch to bypass the lower snow slopes of the face. Approaching via the
Stollenloch is generally considered taboo, while nearly all climbers take the train up to
Eigergletscher and down as well. When there is enough snow, climbers stash skis up high for a
victory ski lap back down to Grindelwald to top off the climb. The Heckmair route goes very
near the Stollenloch which has given this window quite a reputation through the climbing
history of the face. The other gallery the Eigerwand Station is not near any other popular
climbing route and is on the far left side of the face. The Eigerwand Station is an engineering
feat, clearly visible from the valley floor, consisting of a series of several large balconies later
converted to glass windows that mar this limestone sculpture. The balconies were even
outfitted with paper bags in the event that a tourist experienced any physiological discomforts!
The Eigerwand Station was a 5 minute train stop solely for tourist observation from until , when
newer, faster railway vehicles were incorporated, and this renowned observation point was put
out of service. Quizzically, the iconic and celebrated Eigerwand station was axed in order to add
one more train and reduce travel time to Jungfraujoch. The smaller, unassuming window, the
Stollenloch, on the other hand, still plays just as an important role as it ever has. A window
which has always served as a trap door for climbers to miraculously transport themselves from
the unforgiving alpine face to the civilized world. These climbers were total badasses. Their
efforts boggle the mind. Many of the cruxes on this route are no-shit overhangs on brittle rock,
downsloping ledges, and poor protection if any at all. With a pre-dawn start from our
comfortable beds at the foot of the Eiger, we stepped out into a frozen darkness. We walked the
extra 45min from Kleine Scheidegg up to Eigergletscher on a deserted ski run, passing by
several early-morning construction workers who were less-than-enthusiastic about our
presence as we tip-toed through the construction site onto the lower snow slopes of the
Eigerwand. A recent blog post by an Italian team had us hopeful that their steps in the snow
would pave the way. But alas, we found no steps and instead had to make our path and kick our
own steps later deeming that the blogpost was not clearly dated and was actually from earlier in
January. It is important to intimately know the features on the face, the names of the pitches,
the condition of the cruxes. Sadly, we never even saw the Stollenloch. The route passes nearby,
but not directly over the Stollenloch, and is very much out-of-the-way. The Difficult Crack is still
truly difficult and also hard to find! The Difficult Crack is the start of the technical part of the
climb. However, we were able to easily bypass this pitch with an easy snow ramp. After that, the

rest of the routefinding on the Heckmair is relatively trivial. The Rote Fluh is one of two major
obstacles on the face the other is the Gelbewand , and they are both seriously impressive
overhanging faces. A permanent rope is affixed to the Hinterstoisser Traverse due to its
incredible difficulty everybody pulls on them! This route is longer and more difficult than we
could have imagined, but we were prepared for every obstacle. The mixed climbing is seemingly
never-ending and the overhanging steepness of the cruxes were shocking for a route completed
80 years ago. A narrow gully connects the First and Second Icefields with the only pure ice
climbing pitch on the route: the Ice Hose. Lachenal and Terray opted for the rock variation on
the second ascent of the route in , deeming that the WI3 Ice Hose would take too long to chop
steps! The corners were bare of snow and ice. I took off my beefy climbing gloves in the cold
darkness and found the extra stickiness of my bare fingers also provided excellent aid on the
downsloping ledges! I could withstand the pain for a few minutes it was probably 15F outside if
it helped prevent me from falling from my precarious perch. We finally made it to the Death
Bivouac and we had been moving much slower than anticipated all day with only 12hrs of
sunlight. Here at the Death Bivouac, we had to dig out a platform under a narrow overhang.
Surprisingly, our ledge was just wide enough to sleep side-by-sideâ€¦ a welcome and
unexpected luxury. While brewing up dinner, I was horrified to discover that my sleeping pad
had a hole which prevented it from staying inflated. I therefore had to sleep three nights in
sub-freezing temperatures on narrow ledges with only ropes and backpacks under my ass!
Every morning was difficult. We woke with the sunlight and made coffee with very little urgency.
The entire climb felt rather like a holiday with a very leisurely itinerary and perfect weather.
Ashamedly, we spent more time on the face than the first ascent in and the second ascent in
The Ramp much like the Hinterstoisser crawls timidly under another massive overhanging face,
the Gelbewand. Luckily, being in winter there was no water good but also no ice bad. Above
here, the route splits into another chimney on the right not advised and a tenuous traverse
above a head-spinning overhang on the left. The chimney above looked so well protected with
fixed ropes and pitons everywhere, but every topo told us to go left around the corner instead.
This leftward traverse spits the climber above a dizzying overhang, balancing on delicate,
unprotectable limestone discs. A fall would mean a giant pendulum into space, dangling
thousands of feet above the concave of the face below. Luckily, a multitude of pitons after a
long runout help surmount a final bulge to a short, stout icefield cirque. Luckily those piled up
crockery are surprisingly solid, making for very interesting traversing on impossibly protruding
discs. One final crux to reach our next bivouac: the Brittle Crack. This may have been the most
fun pitch of the route, gleefully taking off my gloves and jamming my way up solid cracks in
sub-freezing temps. This accommodation was much narrower than the Death Bivouac and we
were forced to sleep narrowly in a line, head-to-toe with feet dangling off the sides. Sometimes
there can be ice in this off-width overhang, but we found it dry. Priti led this pitch brilliantly,
employing virtually every tool in the kit. It was my turn to lead on what looked like an
exceptionally fun pitch of easy 5. The crux here is not so much its difficulty as is its headiness.
The limestone is so compact in this chimney that protection does not exist for about 20ft. Your
first piton is visible from the bottom of the pitch and you eye it up ravenously as you climb
higher. Wide stemming and outward bare-handed palming are more valuable than pure dry tool
technique. Here, mono points find value in the corners of the shallow chimney as you try not to
look down. A fall would mean cheese-grating on this washboard slab onto a narrow snowy
ledge over an overhang into space. The final moves to the first piece of protection were some of
the headiest of my life as I made a dynamic admittedly ungraceful throw with my ice tool to the
weathered cord hanging from a doubtful piton. We knew the summit was flat enough for a bivy
site, but we found a luxuriously wide flat spot earlier, at this juncture with the Mittellegi Ridge.
The next morning was a casual stroll on an easy, snowy ridgeline to the summit as we enjoyed
finally being showered in sunlight. In summer, the descent can be an annoying affair with
rappels and down climbing. We picked up our cached skis at Kleine Scheidegg and enjoyed the
victory ski lap down to Grindelwald on ye
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t another perfectly sunny day in a deserted ski resort. As soon as we got back to Grindelwald,
we got an automated text from the French government sent to all French phone numbers that
France was now in lockdown. The next morning, we high-tailed it back to Chamonix to
commence 4 weeks of mandatory lockdown. Bring a pocket full of Swiss Franc coins! There are
large lockers at the Kleine Scheidegg train station to store ski boots 5 Swiss francs , ski lockers
2 Swiss francs per pair of skis , and a high-powered viewing telescope at the Hotel Bellevue des

Alpes to look at conditions on the face 1 Swiss franc. Single rack. We summited West on Oct
8th and Central on Oct 9th. We had been planning to climb K6 from the Read moreâ€¦.
Disclaimer: Uploading photos is not working well. Sorry for the lack of photos, please check
Instagram! The Heckmair Route. Posted here with permission. The Nordwand. Categories:
Sabbatical Trip Reports. Tags: alps eiger europe north faces sabbatical. Related Posts.

